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Abstract
Substrate-mediated mechanism of photochemical reactions on metals includes
direct and/or plasmon-related excitation of electron–hole pairs in the bulk by
photons and subsequent chemical transformation due to interaction of excited
(hot) electrons (or holes) with the adsorbate. In nm-sized metal particles, the
excited electrons are confined. We show in detail that this factor is beneficial
for photochemistry under low-intensity steady-state conditions (linear regime)
and also during intensive sub-ps laser pulses (non-linear regime). In both cases,
the confinement may increase the contribution of secondary hot electrons to the
photochemical conversion. In addition, in the non-linear regime the decrease
of electron temperature after heating may be much slower than that on the
surfaces of bulk samples and accordingly photochemical reactions may be more
probable.

1. Introduction

During the past two decades, photochemistry on metal surfaces has been rapidly developing
[1–5]. The available experimental and theoretical studies have primarily been focused on
processes occurring on single-crystal surfaces. In applications, photochemical reactions are
likely to run on structurally more complex systems. In analogy with conventional catalysis,
the most promising candidates are supported metal (or non-metal) particles with a size of
1–10 nm (larger particles or layered substrates may be useful as well [6]). Recent examples
of photo-induced processes on catalysts of the latter category include methane and NO
desorption and CO adsorption-site exchange on Pd/Al2O3 [7–9] (for a few other examples,
including surface complexation with organic molecules, dye-capped metal nanoclusters, and
photo-induced energy- and electron-transfer processes between excited sensitizer and metal
nanocore, see [10]). Some of the benefits of nm-sized metal particles are obvious (e.g. high
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surface area, new sites for adsorption and reaction, and the possibilities to tune optical
properties by changing the size and shape of particles and the distance between particles
[11, 12]). Other benefits (or shortcomings) are however less clear, due to the lack of a deeper
understanding of the details of photochemical processes in this case. The goal of the present
paper is to scrutinize the specifics of substrate-mediated photo-induced chemical processes
(SMPCP) on nm-sized metal particles in order to clarify potential advantages here compared
to surfaces of bulk samples (in the discussion below the latter are taken to be a single-crystal
surface).

In adsorbed overlayers on a single-crystal surface [1, 2, 5], SMPCP most commonly
occur via (i) optical excitation of primary electron–hole pairs in the bulk, (ii) migration of
these excitations to the surface, accompanied by excitation of secondary electron–hole pairs
or phonons, and (iii) inelastic scattering or trapping of hot electrons (or holes) from or to the
adsorbate, resulting in chemical transformation, i.e. bond breaking and/or bond formation
(to be specific, we discuss below the chemical processes related to scattering or trapping of
electrons). This general scheme allows two complementary scenarios. The first one includes
initiation of all the elementary events by a single photon. The second one implies heating of
electrons near the surface and multiple inelastic electron scattering from the adsorbate. At
low light intensities, SMPCP may only occur via the first scenario. The second scenario can
be realized, e.g. by using intensive sub-ps pulses of visible light. In the latter case, SMPCP
occurs via scenario 1 in the very beginning but then rapidly turns to scenario 2. Below, we
discuss these scenarios in sections 2 and 3, respectively. In both sections, we first briefly recall
what is going on in the case of SMPCP on a flat surface, and then show what one can expect
for SMPCP on nm-sized metal particles.

2. Scenario 1

According to the first scenario, the cross section of SMPCP on a single-crystal surface can
phenomenologically be represented as

σ(ω) ∝
∫ h̄ω

0
P(E)F(ω, E) dE, (1)

where F(ω, E) is the photon-initiated electron flux towards the surface, P(E) the reaction
probability due to inelastic scattering or trapping of a single hot electron, and E and h̄ω are
the electron and photon energies, respectively.

The electron flux is assumed to be formed by primary electrons, generated by photons, and
a cascade of secondary electrons. The first generation of secondary hot carriers (electrons and
holes) is due to electron–hole pair excitation by primary carriers. The second generation of
hot carriers is due to electron–hole pair excitation by the first generation, etc. The interaction
between hot carriers is neglected. The interaction with phonons is usually neglected as well,
as long as the electron energy is not too low. Each elementary chemical event is considered to
result from inelastic scattering or trapping of a single electron.

To calculate F(ω, E) in equation (1), it should be taken into account that the concentration
of primary hot carriers created at a distance z from the surface is proportional to Aα exp(−αz),
where A is the substrate absorbance and α the optical absorption coefficient. To describe
the fate of these carriers, one needs to specify their energy distribution and energy-dependent
mean free path. In our discussion, we will mainly consider noble metals because compared to
other metals, in analogy with conventional catalysis, they are expected to be usually superior
in photocatalysis. In this case, absorption of light with h̄ω � 4 eV is well known to occur
primarily via transitions from the d bands into the sp conduction bands. The free-electron
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contribution dominates at h̄ω � 2 eV. Between these energies, the situation is metal-specific.
For the d → sp transitions, the energy distribution of primary electrons strongly depends on
the position and width of the d band. In the free-electron case, one can make the reasonable
assumption that the energy distribution of primary electrons is uniform,

f0(E) = 1/(h̄ω). (2)

The secondary electrons and holes are mainly generated in the sp conduction band. According
to the free-electron model the properties of electron and holes near the Fermi energy are nearly
identical [13] (for more recent treatments, see [14, 15]). In particular, the electron or hole
energy distribution after the creation of a new electron–hole pair can be represented as

ϕ(E, E′) = 2(E − E′)/E2, (3)

where E and E′ are the energies before and after scattering. The inverse mean free path of
electron and holes is given by

β(E) = β0[(E − EF)/EF ]2, (4)

where β0 is the parameter determined by the free-electron density of the metal.
To use equation (1), one also needs to specify P(E). The simplest dependence convenient

for our discussion is given by

P(E) ∝ δ(E − E0), (5)

where E0 is the resonant energy corresponding to attachment of a hot electron to the adsorbate
[usually a LUMO (electrons) or HOMO (holes) orbital], and δ(E) is the delta function
(in principle, one can introduce a finite width of the resonance, but for our present goals it
is not necessary).

Assuming, for example, that the SMPCP is mainly due to primary electrons and using the
1D model for propagation of these electrons, one has

F(E) ∝ Aα

∫ ∞

0
exp{−[α + β(E)]z} dz = Aα/[α + β(E)]. (6)

Substituting equations (5) and (6) into (1) yields

σ ∝ Aα/[α + β(E0)]. (7)

Equation (7) was first presented by Ertl and co-workers in their seminal treatment [16] of
photo-induced dissociation of O2 on Pd(111) (another example is K desorption from graphite
[17]). The contribution of secondary electrons to SMPCP on a single-crystal surface was
analysed in [18–21]. A general conclusion drawn on the basis of the calculations presented
there is that this contribution is important if E0 is appreciably lower than h̄ω. Concerning
the details of calculations in [18–21], it is appropriate to note that the work [18] is based
on the assumptions that (i) after excitation of an electron–hole pair by an electron the energy
distribution of two electrons is flat [ϕ(E, E′) = 1/E] and (ii) generation of secondary electrons
due to excitation of electron–hole pairs by holes is negligible. Both these assumptions should
be corrected (see equation (3) above and equation (11) below). For this reason, the electron flux
distribution F(ω, E), obtained in [18] and used in [21], cannot be employed in applications.
In [20], assumption (i) was dropped but assumption (ii) was still held. Thus, the electron-flux
distribution reported there is also not quite correct. None of these shortcomings are present in
[19], but the treatment presented there only takes into account primary electrons and the first
generation of secondary electrons.
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The size of the metal particles under consideration is smaller than or comparable to 1/α

and 1/β. This means that the elementary events occurring with participation of electrons and
holes should in this case be discussed in terms of rate constants instead of such terms as ‘optical
absorption coefficient’and/or ‘mean free path’. Specifically, equation (1) has to be rewritten as

σ(ω) ∝ A

∫ h̄ω

0
[p(E)f(ω, E)/r(E)] dE, (8)

where f(ω, E) is the distribution of electrons generated inside the metal particle by a single
absorbed photon, p(E) the rate constant corresponding to initiation of the desired process due
to interaction of an electron with an adsorbed species and r(E) the electron energy relaxation
rate constant. Using equation (8), we imply r(E) � p(E).

The rate constant p increases with the increasing area of the metal particle (due to the
increase of the available number of adsorbed species) but decreases with the increasing volume
of the metal particle (because an excited electron is distributed over the whole particle). Due
to the combination of these factors, one gets p ∝ 1/R, where R is the metal-particle radius.
Adopting in addition equation (5) in order to describe the energy dependence of p, we have
p(E) ∝ (1/R)δ(E − E0). Substituting this expression into equation (8) yields

σ ∝ Af(ω, E0)/[r(E0)R]. (9)

Compared to a single-crystal surface, the absorbance of nm-sized particles may be
somewhat reduced due to their small size (R < 1/α). This can however be compensated
by the factor 1/R in equation (9). In addition, the absorbance of such particles can actually be
appreciably enhanced due to their unique optical properties, for example, due to excitation of
nanoparticle surface plasmons, which are rapidly converted into electron–hole pairs (the rate
constant of this process can be represented as B/R [22]; for Ag, e.g. one has B � 0.2 eV nm
[23]). From these perspectives, it seems that the use of nm-sized metal particles may be
favourable. An additional factor in favour of such particles is that, in this case, the secondary
electrons and holes are confined and do not migrate into the bulk. The former factor has
already been widely discussed in the literature [22, 23]. For this reason, our discussion below
is focused on the latter factor.

To illustrate the role of secondary electrons, it is instructive to treat the generic case
when the primary electron and hole are generated due to the free-electron contribution to the
absorbance, and their energy distribution is given by equation (2). To calculate the dependence
of the SMPCP cross section on ω and E0 (see equation (9)) for this case, we need expressions
for the rate constants of energy relaxation of electrons and holes in nm-sized particles. As in the
bulk case, this relaxation occurs primarily via electron–electron interaction, provided that the
excitation energy is not too low. The available experimental data [24, 25] indicate that in
nm-sized particles the electron energy relaxation due to electron–electron interaction may be
faster than that in the bulk. On the other hand, the theoretical studies [26, 27] predict that
the energy dependence of the rate constants characterizing electron–electron interactions is
insensitive to the particle size. In particular, in analogy with equation (4), one can use [26]

r(E) = r0[(E − EF)/EF ]2, (10)

where r0 is the energy-independent parameter.
In our calculations, we adopt expression (10), expression (2) for f0(E), and also expression

(3) for the electron or hole energy distribution after the creation of a new electron–hole pair.
The use of these expressions implies a large number of electronic states within a physically
relevant energy range (for our discussion, this is about 0.1 eV). This assumption is expected to
hold for metal particles with sizes about or above 1 nm. In addition, it is appropriate to note that
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Figure 1. (a) Distribution of electrons as a function of the normalized energy, (E−EF )/(h̄ω), for
the primary generation (dashed line), four secondary generations (thin solid lines), and the whole
generation (thick solid line; equation (12) with 0 � i � 4). Panel (b) shows the total distribution
in more detail.

in reality nm-sized metal particles are located on a support or embedded in a host matrix and
the relaxation of energy absorbed by such particles eventually occurs via the particle-support
contacts. For hot electrons, however, the latter channel usually does not play a role.

Absorption of a photon results in the appearance of an excited electron and hole. After an
act of energy relaxation of an electron, there will be one additional electron and one additional
hole. A hole relaxes as well and hence there will also be one additional electron and one
additional hole. Thus, after relaxation of the primary electron and hole, there are three
excited electrons and three holes. Taking into account that the relaxation properties of the
excited electrons and holes are similar, we have the following relationship between the electron
distributions of two successive generations

fi+1(E) = 3
∫ h̄ω

E

ϕ(E , E)fi(E) dE . (11)

The total distribution is given by

f(E) =
∑
i�0

fi(E). (12)

With increasing i, the average electron energy rapidly decreases. Low-energy electrons
(E � h̄ω/10) are however not of interest for our present treatment, because the reaction
probability is negligible in this case (in addition, the energy relaxation of such electrons occurs
via phonon excitation). For this reason, SMPCP can be described by taking into account
only a few generations of secondary electrons. To illustrate the electron distributions, it is
convenient to normalize the electron energy to h̄ω. With this normalization, the results of
calculations become universal (see figure 1 showing the distribution of four generations of
secondary electrons).

According to equation (9), the SMPCP cross section is proportional to f(E0)/r(E0).
Taking into account that r(E) ∝ (E − EF)2 (equation (10)), it is instructive to introduce the
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Figure 2. Logarithmic plot exhibiting the dependence of fe on the normalized energy, ε ≡
(E0 − EF )/(h̄ω). The thick solid line was obtained by using equation (13) with f(ε) shown in
figure 1(b). The thin solid line corresponds to equation (14).

dimensionless function

fe(E0) = f(E0)(h̄ω)3/(E0 − EF)2, (13)

which characterizes the dependence of the SMPCP cross-section on E0. According to our
calculations (figure 2), this function can be fitted as

fe(E0) = [h̄ω/(E0 − EF)]3.6. (14)

This expression explicitly shows that upon decreasing E0 the contribution of secondary
electrons to SMPCP on nm-sized particles very rapidly increases. For single-crystal surfaces,
the corresponding dependence has not yet been accurately calculated (see the discussion above),
but in the latter case the contribution of secondary electrons is not so significant.

3. Scenario 2

The second scenario of SMPCP implies the use of intensive sub-ps laser pulses of visible light
[5]. In this case, the concentration of excited electrons and holes generated during a pulse near
the surface is high. These electrons (or holes) may induce SMPCP as described in the previous
section as long as their energy is appreciable. However according to the second scenario, the
key role in SMPCP is prescribed to hot electrons (or holes) formed after a cascade of generation
of secondary electron–hole pairs. The energy of these electrons is low compared to h̄ω and also
often relatively low compared to typical activation barriers for chemical processes. For this
reason, a single hot electron (or hole) cannot induce SMPCP. Nevertheless, SMPCP are still
possible due to multiple interaction (non-linear regime) of hot electrons with the adsorbate.

Due to high concentration and rapid mutual energy exchange, the hot electrons and holes
are thermalized already during the laser pulse. The energy exchange with the lattice is, however,
much slower. Under such conditions, the system can often be described by using the two-
temperature model implying different electron and lattice (phonon) temperatures, Te and Tl.
This model, proposed in the mid-1970s [28], has been widely used and refined in different
contexts [29, 30] including surface photochemistry [5]. For discussion of its limitations and
more advanced approximations, one can read, e.g. [3, 31–34]. In general, the conditions
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of applicability of the model depend on the material properties and optical excitation density.
During a laser pulse, the electron interaction is obviously far from thermal at the very beginning
(this stage corresponds more to scenario 1). The model may also fail at the late stages [34]
presumably because the electron–electron interaction becomes weak. In photochemistry, one
is interested in the stage when the electron temperature is close to maximum. This stage occurs
for times comparable or slightly longer than the pulse duration. In this case, the predictions of
the two-temperature model are often fairly reasonable (see e.g. experimental and theoretical
data presented in figure 9 in [34]). For this reason, as noted in [5], the use of the two-temperature
model makes sense. Employing the two-temperature model, one should verify that it is self-
consistent. One of the simplest criteria is that the typical electron diffusion length should be
larger that 1/β (see below).

In the available publications, applications of the two-temperature model are usually based
on numerical calculations and do not allow one to easily compare and understand the specifics
of different situations occurring in SMPCP. Our goal here is to articulate the model predictions
directly relevant for SMPCP. Specifically, we derive simple analytical equations making it
possible to classify various situations and to compare the efficiency of SMPCP on single-
crystal surfaces and nm-sized particles.

In the framework of the second SMPCP scenario, the chemical process rate is not directly
proportional to the photon flux. For this reason, instead of equations (1) and (8), one should
rather operate with the SMPCP rate. In particular, the rate of SMPCP occurring on a single-
crystal surface can be represented as

W(t) = kcp(Ts(t))Na(t), (15)

where Na is the number of adsorbed particles, kcp(Ts(t)) the SMPCP rate constant, Ts(t) the
electron temperature near the surface, and t the time.

Excitation of adsorbate vibrations along the reaction coordinate occurs due to collisions
with hot electrons, while relaxation of these vibrations is usually related to interaction with the
lattice. Due to the difference between the electron and lattice temperatures, the dependence of
kcp on Ts is not reduced to the conventional Arrhenius expression with the activation energy
equal to the barrier height (see generic discussion [5]). Nevertheless, this dependence is very
strong, and accordingly the dominant contribution to the integral SMPCP rate results from
the narrow temperature region near the temperature maximum. For this reason, we focus our
attention below on the temperature behaviour near the maximum.

According to the two-temperature model, the equation for Te is as follows:

Ce(Te)
∂Te

∂t
= ∂

∂z

(
Ke(Te)

∂Te

∂z

)
− G(Te − Tl), (16)

where Ce(Te) = AeTe and Ke = K0Te/Tl are the electron heat capacity and thermal conductivity
(Ae and K0 are constants), and G is the parameter characterizing the electron–phonon coupling.
The typical electron diffusion length during the pulse duration is comparable to, or more often
appreciably longer than 1/α. For this reason, we can consider that the absorbed heat, I(t), is
generated at z = 0 and use the corresponding boundary condition

Ke(Te)
∂Te

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= −I(t). (17)

During and just after sub-ps heating, when the temperature is close to maximum, the
second term in the right-hand (rh) part of equation (16) is negligible compared to the first term
and can accordingly be dropped. In addition, the increase of the lattice temperature during this
period is relatively small and one can use Ke � K0Te/T0, where T0 is the initial temperature.
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Z ≡ z/(4κtp)1/2, for t/tp = 1, 2 and 4.

Employing these approximations, assuming for simplicity the pulse to be rectangular, and
using the standard Green-function technique, we can easily integrate equation (16) as

T 2
e (z, t) = T 2

0 + T 2
m − T 2

0

2t
1/2
p

∫ t∗

0

exp{−z2/[4κ(t − τ)]}
(t − τ)1/2

dτ, (18)

where Tm is the maximum electron temperature, tp the pulse duration, t∗ = t for t � tp and
t∗ = tp for t > tp, and κ = K0/(AeT0).

The SMPCP rate depends on Ts(t) (note that Ts(t) ≡ Te(0, t)). For this temperature,
equation (18) yields

T 2
s (t) = T 2

0 + (T 2
m − T 2

0 )[t1/2 − (t − t∗)1/2]/t1/2
p . (19)

For t > tp, t∗ = tp and accordingly

T 2
s (t) = T 2

0 + (T 2
m − T 2

0 )[t1/2 − (t − tp)1/2]/t1/2
p . (20)

If t is appreciably larger than tp, the latter equation can be represented as

T 2
s (t) � T 2

0 + (T 2
m − T 2

0 )(tp/2t)1/2. (21)

To calculate the SMPCP yield, one should integrate the reaction rate (equation (15))
with the prescribed dependence of Ts on time. The results of this integration are however
not universal, because the reaction rate (equation (15)) depends on various parameters
characterizing a specific adsorbate–substrate system. For this reason, we prefer to focus
our analysis on the derivation of simple criteria which make it possible to easily compare the
length and time scales of heat propagation at t > tp.

Figure 3 constructed by using equation (18) indicates that just after heating (at t = tp) the
typical electron diffusion length is given by

〈z〉h � 1.5(κtp)1/2. (22)

This expression corresponds to T(Z)/Tm � 0.5 (see the thick solid line in figure 3).
To characterize the drop of Ts at t > tp, it is instructive to introduce the time t3/4

corresponding to Ts = (3/4)Tm. According to equation (20), one has (provided that Ts � T0)

t3/4 = 1.37tp. (23)
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Table 1. Constants Ae, K0 and G for Pt and Au, and the parameters characterizing the electron
temperature behaviour near the Pt and Au flat surfaces and inside nm-sized particles in the case of
laser pulses with tp = 200 fs and Tm = 4000 K.

Pt Au Units Ref.

Ae 740 71 J m−3 K−2 [38]
K0 73 318 W m−1 K−1 [38]
G 25 × 1016 21 × 1015 W m−3 K−1 [30]
r1/2 0.54 0.48 – Equation (24)
〈z〉h 12 82 nm Equation (22)
t3/4 270 270 fs Equation (23)
t3/4 3200 3600 fs Equation (29)

In addition, it is of interest to estimate the ratio of the first and second terms on the right-hand
side of equation (16) at Ts = Tm/2. The expression for the first term can be obtained by
differentiating equation (21) with respect to time, multiplying the result by Ae, and taking into
account that Ts = Tm/2 at t � 4tp (see figure 3). Assuming also that Tm � T0, we obtain the
ratio of the two terms as

r1/2 = 32Gtp/(AeTm). (24)

Inside 1–10 nm-sized metal particles, it makes no sense to introduce gradients of electron
temperature or concentration, because the size of such particles is smaller or comparable to
1/β. This means that electrons in such particles can be described by using electron temperature
which characterizes electrons in a whole particle. In other words, this means that in this limit
equations (15) and (16) are not applicable and should be replaced by

W(t) = kcp(Te(t))Na(t), (25)

Ce(Te) dTe/dt = −G(Te − Tl) + J(t), (26)

where J(t) is the energy absorbed per unit volume.
To solve equation (26), we again (i) take into account that, at electron temperatures near

the maximum, heating of the lattice is nearly negligible (Tl � T0) and (ii) assume that the pulse
is rectangular. In this case, we have

Te(t) = [T 2
0 + (T 2

m − T 2
0 )t/tp]1/2 at t � tp, (27)

and [
Tm − Te(t) + T0 ln

(
Tm − T0

Te(t) − T0

)]
= G(t − tp)

Ae

at t > tp. (28)

For t3/4 [cf equation (23)], the latter equation yields (provided that Tm � T0)

t3/4 � tp + AeTm/(4G). (29)

To illustrate applications of the equations derived above, it is instructive to show what we
may have in the case of sub-ps laser pulses on Pt and Au. The bulk properties of these two
metals are quite different (table 1) and accordingly the range of the parameters characterizing
the electron temperature behaviour near the Pt and Au flat surfaces and inside nm-sized
particles is representative for many other metals as well. For example, we use tp = 200 fs
and Tm = 4000 K. In the case of a single-crystal surface (table 1), we have r1/2 � 0.5 (this
means that near the maximum temperature the role of the second term on the right-hand side
of equation (16) is minor), 〈z〉h = 10–80 (these values are comparable or appreciably larger
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than 1/α), and t3/4 = 270 fs (see equation (23)). (Note that in the situations when 〈z〉h is
comparable with 1/α and accordingly with 1/β the applicability of equation (16) is limited.
The applicability of equation (26) is limited in this case as well.)

For nm-sized particles, the constant G may be larger than that for the bulk due to excitation
of acoustic or capillary surface vibrational modes [35]. The available experiments [36] indicate
that for Au this constant is close to that for the bulk (while for Ag this does not seem to be
the case). For this reason, to estimate t3/4 for nm-sized Au and Pt particles, we employ the
experimental bulk values of G [30] (one cannot exclude that these values should be somewhat
higher [37], but it does not change qualitatively our conclusions). With these values, we
obtain t3/4 = 3200–3600 fs. This means that in the case of nm-sized particles, the decrease of
electron temperature after heating is about 10 times slower and accordingly due to this factor
the efficiency of stimulation of SMPCP may be appreciably higher than that for single-crystal
surfaces.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have shown in detail that the confinement of electrons in nm-sized metal
particles is beneficial for photochemistry both under low-intensity steady-state conditions
and during intensive sub-ps laser pulses. Specifically, the confinement may increase the
contribution of secondary hot electrons to the photochemical conversion. In the latter case, in
addition, the decrease of electron temperature after heating may be much slower than that on
single-crystal surfaces (see e.g. the results presented in table 1 for Au and Pt) and accordingly
SMPCP may be more probable.

Finally, it is appropriate to notice that the equations and criteria, derived in our work,
are simple and universal and accordingly can easily be employed to clarify various aspects
of substrate-mediated photo-induced chemical processes occurring on single-crystal surfaces
and supported nm-sized metal particles.
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